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Fundamental Role of Academic 

Journals

 Disseminate knowledge

 Define the field

 Stimulate innovative thought

 Inspire Future research endeavors



History and Scope of JVB
 Founded in 1971 by Sam Osipow

 Aim was to publish research across the lifespan

 Began with one volume per year

 Currently at Volume 93 with six volumes

 Impact Factor = 2.59

 8th out of 76 Applied Psychology Journals









History and Scope of JVB
 Strength is its breadth of topics

 Bridges two distinct, yet related fields

 Vocational Psychology

 Industrial Organizational Psychology

 Empirical research that advances theory

 Topics: vocational choice, occupational aspirations, 

career adaptability, career exploration, …job 

performance and satisfaction, multiple role 

management, work role salience, etc.



Relevance of Integrating Theory, Research 

and Practice

 Highly relevant to advance knowledge, suggest best practices and 

provide a foundation for the education and training of vocational 

psychologists (Fouad & Jackson, 2013)

 Integral to the editorial policy of JVB

 Theory-driven research is crucial (Fouad & Jackson; Karr & 

Larson, 2005)

 Provides an organized framework 

 Reduces the generation of unconnected facts

 Provides opportunities for growth and change in the field

 JVB is generally not a practice journal



Challenges in Integrating Theory, Research 

and Practice

 Long-standing gap between science and practice

 Location of integration with practice

 Integration of vocational theories and theories from 
industrial/organization psychology

 Theory, research and practice relevant to a broader range of 
national and global population

 Growing international focus in terms of authors and 
participants across national contexts, as well as editorial 
board members

 Call for a special issue on the vocational behavior of 
refugees



Challenges in Integrating Theory, Research 

and Practice

 Need to articulate theories that better account for the 

dynamic, non-linear, contextualized and diverse work 

lives (Hartung, 2013)

 Need to integrate intersectional perspectives

 Current call for special issue on understanding the 

experiences, attitudes and behaviors of sexual 

orientation and gender identity

 Post-modern approaches challenge vocational 

psychology’s core value as a science



Opportunities for Integrating Theory, 

Research and Practice

 Continue to build on strength as a journal that publishes theoretically 
grounded research that empirically tests theories and informs practice (Fouad
& Jackson, 2013)

 Social constructionism, constructivism and other post-modern approaches 
have gained ground (Collin & Patton, 2009)

 Expanding international focus through international collaborations, 
conferences and publications

 Disseminate knowledge and generate interdisciplinary solutions to complex 
global challenges

 Study of careers beyond economically advantaged countries and explanations 
involving free choice (Cohen, Arnold, & O’Neill, 2011)

 Interdisciplinary work of vocational psychologists and industrial/organizational 
psychologists



Recommendations for the Future

 Open reflective dialogue between the disciplines

 Examine and distinguish between established 
approaches and new responses (Creed & Hood, 2009; 
McIlveen, 2009)

 Proceed with theoretically-driven testable hypotheses 
and application of rigorous qualitative research 
methods

 Borrow from science to facilitate the translation of 
theoretical concepts and research to practice: 
translational science





Recommendations for the Future

 Subsume vocational psychology and 

industrial/organizational psychology under an 

overarching framework



Dreams for the Future of Vocational 

Psychology

“An interdisciplinary team of vocational psychologists, 

sociologists, economists, and anthropologists will test 

newly developed theoretical constructs to explain 

contextual factors in vocational behavior. The Journal of 

Vocational Behavior will become the outlet of choice for all 

related disciplines studying the work-related behavior of 

individuals.” (Fouad, 2001, p. 189)


